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Abstract
Background—It is well known that naltrexone, an FDA-approved medication for treatment of
alcohol dependence, is effective for only a subset of individuals. Recent studies have examined the
utility of a functional A118G single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of the mu-opioid receptor
gene (OPRM1) as a predictor of naltrexone treatment response. Although the findings to date have
generally been consistent with a moderating effect of the SNP, further evaluation of this
hypothesis is warranted.
Objective—To evaluate whether problem drinkers with one or two copies of the 118G allele
respond better to naltrexone treatment. The treatment goal in this cohort of high functioning men
who have sex with men (MSM) was to reduce heavy drinking, rather than to promote abstinence.
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Method—112 subjects of European ancestry from a randomized clinical trial of naltrexone and
behavioral therapy for problem drinking MSM were included in the analysis. Subjects were
treated for 12 weeks with 100 mg/day of oral naltrexone hydrochloride. All participants received
medical management with a modified version of the Brief Behavioral Compliance Enhancement
Treatment (BBCET), alone or in combination with Modified Behavioral Self-control Therapy
(MBSCT).
Results—Naltrexone-treated subjects with one or two 118G alleles had a significantly greater
percentage of non-hazardous drinking (NoH) (p < 0.01) than those treated with placebo or A118
homozygotes in either medication group.
Conclusions—These results are consistent with a modest moderating effect of the OPRM1
118G allele on the reduction of heavy drinking by naltrexone treatment.
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Naltrexone is an opioid receptor antagonist approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for the treatment of alcohol dependence. Naltrexone reduces heavy
drinking rates, particularly among individuals who are compliant with the medication [1–4].
However, individual treatment responses to naltrexone vary, with only some problem
drinkers benefiting from treatment with the medication.
A promising strategy to increase the effectiveness of naltrexone is through patient-treatment
matching. Oslin et al. [5] reported that a functional single nucleotide polymorphism (the
A118G SNP, rs17799971, which encodes an Asn40Asp amino acid substitution) in exon 1
of the mu-opioid receptor gene (OPRM1), predicted the efficacy of naltrexone in reducing
the likelihood of heavy drinking in alcohol dependent patients. Similar results were
subsequently reported in a large, well-controlled, multisite study of combined medications
and behavioral interventions for alcohol dependence, the COMBINE study. In that study,
carriers of the 118G allele had a significantly better outcome when treated with naltrexone
than placebo [6].
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However, not all studies have shown these effects. For example, a study in male Veterans
reported no moderating effect of the A118G SNP [7], and recently a small study reported a
positive effect, in terms of a longer time to relapse but not on abstinence, of the 118G allele
in Asians [8]. Results by Ray and Oslin [9] did not support the efficacy of naltrexone on the
percentage of days abstinent, time to first heavy drinking day, or global clinical outcome
among African Americans. Of note, the estimated minor allele (118G) frequency is
approximately 0.15 in individuals of European ancestry, 0.35 in Asians, and less than 0.05 in
individuals of African descent (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP).
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The absence of conclusive findings [4,10] in relation to this pharmacogenetic effect may
reflect interactions among genetic and environmental factors, as well as variability in the
populations, subtypes of alcoholism, methods used, and treatment goals, e.g., abstinence vs.
moderation [11]. Several lines of evidence converge to suggest that naltrexone may be more
effective at reducing heavy drinking than establishing abstinence [4,12]. Naltrexone acts to
blunt the rewarding properties of alcohol, probably through effects on the dopaminergic/
opioidergic reinforcement system. Naltrexone-treated individuals experience less arousal
and more sedation as they continue to drink [13]. Because carriers of the minor 118G allele
may experience greater alcohol-induced reward [14], there may also be an enhanced
blunting of reward when naltrexone is administered [15]. In the present study, we tested the
hypothesis that the Asn40Asp polymorphism moderated the treatment responses to
naltrexone in a high functioning group of men who have sex with men (MSM), whose goal
in treatment was to reduce their drinking, rather than becoming abstinent from alcohol.

Methods
Participants and procedures
Subjects were participants in Project SMART, a randomized controlled trial of combined
medication and psychotherapy to reduce problem drinking in MSM [16].
Participants—Potential participants expressed a desire to reduce their drinking but not
quit altogether. To be eligible for the study, men: 1) were between the ages 18 to 65 years;
2) had an average consumption of at least 24 standard drinks per week over the last 90 days;
3) identified themselves as sexually active with other men; and 4) read English at an eighth
grade level or higher. Participants were excluded if they: 1) had a lifetime diagnosis of
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bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, or other psychotic disorder; an untreated current major
depressive disorder; or current dependence on drugs (with the exception of nicotine or
cannabis); 2) started or changed psychotropic medication in the last 90 days; 3) were at risk
for serious medication side effects from naltrexone (NTX); or 4) were enrolled in concurrent
drug or alcohol treatment during the treatment phase of Project SMART.
Procedures—Procedures complied with and were approved by the New York State
Psychiatric Institutional Review Board. Details of the procedures are provided in our recent
report [16]. Briefly, the final sample consisted of 200 participants assigned via urn
randomization to one of two medication conditions, NTX (100 mg/day orally) or placebo
(PBO), and one of two counseling conditions, a modified version of Brief Behavioral
Compliance Enhancement Treatment (BBCET, [17]) or BBCET in combination with
Modified Behavioral Self-control Therapy (MBSCT). The treatment phase lasted 12 weeks
and the medication was administered double-blind. One hundred eleven subjects of
European ancestry who agreed to participate in the genetics study are included in the present
report.
Substance use and other psychiatric disorders
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The Composite International Diagnostic Instrument, Substance Abuse Module (CIDI-SAM,
[18]) was used to evaluate substance dependence criteria. Participants were screened for
psychosis and other thought disorders using the psychotic screening and bipolar disorder
sections of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV, (SCID, [19]) and for cognitive
impairment using the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE, [20]). Depressive symptoms
were measured using the revised Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II, [21]). All participants
also a received psychiatric diagnostic interview by a psychiatrist for final determination of
eligibility.
Alcohol and drug use patterns and problems
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The Time-Line Follow-Back Interview (TLFB, [22]) was used to assess the frequency of
alcohol and drug use during the previous 90 days at prescreen and at the end of treatment.
Drinking and drug use were also assessed with the TLFB for the period between the
prescreen and baseline interviews (typically 1–2 weeks). To assess the quantity and intensity
of alcohol use, three variables were created from the TLFB data. Two primary outcomes-weekly sum of standard drinks (SSD), and weekly number of heavy drinking days (HDD)-were selected a priori because NIAAA safe drinking guidelines include measures of
drinking quantity (no more than 14 drinks per week for men) and intensity (no heavy
drinking days, i.e., no more than 4 drinks per day for men). In addition, the weekly
proportion of subjects that achieved non-hazardous drinking (NoH) in the prior week
(defined as drinking 14 or fewer standard drinks per week and having no heavy drinking
days) was selected as a dichotomous secondary outcome measure.
Genotyping
DNA was extracted from whole blood using standard methods. The OPRM1 SNP, the
OPRM1 SNP, rs1799971, was genotyped using the TaqMan fluorogenic 5′ nuclease assay
[23] and the ABI PRISM 7900 Sequence Detection System (ABI, Foster City, CA, USA).
10 μL reactions were prepared containing 2.5 ng genomic DNA, 1 ng bovine serum
albumin, 1X ABI TaqMan master mix, 6 pM of each primer, CCCAGCCCCGGTTCCT and
TGATGGCCGTGATCATGGA, 0.3 pM of a Vic-AGATGGCGACCTGTCC-MGB, probe
for the Asp G-allele and 0.6 pM of a Fam-AGATGGCAACCTGTCC-MGB probe for the
Asn A-allele. Cycling parameters were 95°C for 10 min followed by 35 cycles of 95 and
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58.5°C for 15 s and 60 s respectively. Genotyping for 17% of were repeated for quality
control, with complete concordance.
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Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed using SAS Statistical Software, version 9.1 (SAS Institute Inc.,
2003). Generalized estimating equations (GEE; [24]) were used to analyze the non-normal,
longitudinal data for the three dependent variables: weekly sum of standard drinks (SSD),
weekly number of heavy drinking days (HDD) and weekly proportion of participants with
non-hazardous drinking (NoH). GEE is a data analytic technique for longitudinal data that
corrects for correlated observations. Of the 122 subjects of European ancestry who agreed to
participate in the genetic sub-study, 112 provided at least some drinking data for the
treatment period and are included in this report.
Within the GEE analyses, a normal distribution with identity function for SSD, a negative
binomial distribution with log function for HDD, and a binomial distribution with logit link
function for NoH were specified and provided good model ft. In addition, an exchangeable
working correlation matrix was specified. Post hoc analyses were performed to explore the
results of the primary analyses.
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The independent variables (IVs) for the models were medication condition (NTX or PBO)
and genotype (AG/GG or AA) and the interaction of these conditions. To allow for
simultaneous testing of both main and interaction effects, the IVs were orthogonally contrast
coded. Time (weeks 1–12) and the interactions of time × medication condition, time ×
genotype, and time × medication × genotype were included in the models to test effects over
time. The time variable was centered. Two covariates included in the models were based on
the respective dependent variables (i.e., SSD, HDD): the baseline value at prescreen and the
value for the week prior to baseline assessment. Also included was treatment condition
(MBSCT/BBCET).

Results
Subject characteristics
Baseline demographics and personal characteristics of the subjects included in the present
report were similar to those reported for the full sample [16]. The typical participant was
approximately 40 years of age, European-American, single, with a baseline weekly sum of
standard drinks of 43.1 (SD = 25.5), and approximately 8 drinks per drinking day. Eighty
percent of participants completed college, and two-thirds of them attended graduate or
professional school.
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Genotype distribution
Table 1 summarizes the AA vs. G-carrier genotype frequencies for the OPRM1 A118G SNP
grouped by treatments in the present study sample. AA vs. G-carrier genotypes were
distributed equally in subjects who were randomized to receive naltrexone vs. placebo in
this cohort (Pearson Chi-Square = 0.001, p = 0.981). Twenty-two percent of subjects carried
at least one copy of the minor G allele.
Asn40Asp SNP of the OPRM1 moderates the effect of naltrexone treatment on the
likelihood of non-hazardous drinking (NoH)
Similar to the findings in the Morgenstern et al. [16] main effects paper, there were no
significant main effects for naltrexone in relation to SSD or HDD in the cohort included in
the present study. However, in regards to NoH, GEE analyses yielded a significant main
effect for time (β = 0.05, SE = 0.02, p < 0.05; odds ratio [OR] = 1.057, CI 95% = 1.01, 1.11)
J Alcohol Drug Depend. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 April 11.
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indicating that the odds of drinking ≤ 14 standard drinks and having no heavy drinking days
in a week increased almost 6% with each additional week of treatment. The interaction of
time × naltrexone was significant (β = −0.14, SE = 0.05, p < 0.01; OR = 0.87, CI 95% =
0.79, 0.96). Further, the 3-way interaction of time × naltrexone × genotype also was
significant (β = −0.29, SE = 0.10, p < 0.01; OR = 0.75, CI 95% = 0.62, 0.91). To better
understand these interactions, models were run within genotype which revealed that the
effect of NTX over time was non-significant within the AA genotype (β = 0.01, SE = 0.04, p
> 0.05). However, time × naltrexone was significant within the AG genotype (β = −0.29, SE
= 0.09, p < 0.01. This effect within AG genotype appears to diminish slightly over time, but
not significantly so (β = 0.04, SE = 0.06, p > 0.05). Figure 1 shows the respective weekly
proportion of subjects that achieved non-hazardous drinking (NoH) at the end of the
treatment (week 12) grouped by genotype and treatment. The estimate marginal means of
NoH over the course of the treatment period were 0.27, 0.24, 0.13, 0.22 for NTX/AG, NTX/
AA, PBO/AG, PBO/AA respectively.

Discussion
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Although the efficacy of naltrexone treatment for alcoholism varies among studies, reviews
indicate that naltrexone treatment appears to have larger effects when the outcome measure
is a reduction in heavy drinking as opposed to the promotion of abstinence [12]. The
analysis of data in the present study aimed to examine the underlying genetic factors that
influence the response to naltrexone among high functioning MSM of European ancestry.
Contrary to previous studies, for example the COMBINE Study [1], the present study did
not test the efficacy of naltrexone on percent days abstinent, time to first heavy drinking day,
or global clinical outcome. Rather, the goal of the present study was moderation of drinking,
i.e., the achievement of non-hazardous drinking.
One limitation of the present study was that the sample size is relatively small for a genetic
association study. However, this is not unusual for pharmacogenetic analyses. The small
sample size in this study has also contributed to larger statistical variations of drinking
outcomes across time. This has been addressed by sophisticated statistical models that we
have applied to avoid spurious findings.
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Despite no statistically significant association between rs1779971 and naltrexone treatment
effects on the weekly sum of standard drinks (SSD) or the number of heavy drinking days,
there was a significant moderator effect on the weekly proportion of subjects who achieved
non-hazardous drinking (NoH). This dichotomous measure lends itself more readily to
clinical interpretation than continuous measures. Similar types of dichotomous measures are
now required by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for the approval of new drug
applications for medications to treat alcohol dependence [25]. This outcome may be of
particular utility when the study treatment is designed to reduce heavy drinking, rather than
promote abstinence.
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Figure 1.

Proprotion of no-heavy drinking (NoH) subjects by genotype and treatment at the end of
tretament (week 12). NTX: naltrexone, PBO: placebo. AG: AG or GG 118G-allele carriers.
AA: A118 homozygotes.
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Table 1
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AA vs. G-carrier genotype frequency (A118G) of OPRM1 grouped by treatments (Naltrexone, NTX vs.
Placebo, PBO).
OPRM1 Genotype
NTX/PBO

Total
AG/GG

AA

PBO

13 (22.4%)

45 (77.6%)

58 (100.0%)

NTX

12 (22.2%)

42 (77.8%)

54 (100.0%)

Total

25 (22.3%)

87 (77.7%)

112 (100.0%)

Pearson Chi-Square = 0.001, p = 0.981
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